
Imprivata FairWarning Patient Privacy Intelligence helps you establish a culture of privacy, 
security, and compliance to grow trust between your patients and providers. 

A full lifecycle privacy monitoring platform, equipped with artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, and behavioral analytics capabilities, our solution is  proven to: 

• Proactively detect inappropriate behaviors, unknowns, and true anomalies 
that are nearly undetectable

• Deliver reliable data analytics to drive efficiency and effectiveness 

• Prevent incidents before the happen to mitigate risk 

• Strengthen your compliance posture and meet privacy monitoring goals 

Benefits of Imprivata FairWarning Patient Privacy Intelligence: 

DATASHEET

Reduce risk and protect patients with 
Patient Privacy Intelligence

[Imprivata FairWarning] has not only drastically improved our compliance 
with HIPAA for auditing, but it satisfies education and training, as well as 
reinforcement of policies and follow-through.
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EFFICIENT INVESTIGATIONS: 
Clear explanations for reason 
behind every access allows 
you to quickly respond to 
complaints in the investigation 
module without a laborious 
investigation. 

ENSURE COMPLIANCE 
AND REDUCE RISK:
 Easily ensure and 
demonstrate compliance 
with HIPAA and OCR to 
avoid potential fines, 
reputational damage, and 
lawsuits/litigation costs. 

ACCURATE VIOLATION 
DETECTION: 
Advanced machine learning allows 
you to pinpoint likely privacy 
violations for proactive remediation, 
identify repeat offenders for target 
remediation and training, and 
establish accountability from staff.



Key capabilities of Patient Privacy Intelligence  
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Utilizing AI and machine learning, FairWarning allows you to proactively detect high-risk activities. By combining the two 
processes, the system can identify instances of known and unknown anomaly types. 

INTEGRATIONS:  

Patient Privacy Intelligence integrates with Imprivata OneSign to provide a streamlined, detailed view of anomalous user 
activity across applications without manual aggregation. Combined with Imprivata FairWarning's One ID and patented 
Identity Intelligence technology creates one identity for each user in FairWarning to easily identify high-risk users. 

PRIVACY BY DESIGN:  

We understand the importance of your patient data and trusting our organization as a business partner. That's why 
Imprivata FairWarning solutions take the proper privacy and security measures to keep your data protected. We only collect 
necessary data, enforce least privileged access, and implement strict policies for the security of personal data. FairWarning 
aligns with frameworks such as ISO 27001 and NIST, and has completed both SOC 2 and ISO 27001 certifications. 

OPTIONAL FULLY MANAGED APPLICATION: 

Imprivata Services (including Professional, Managed, Clinical & Education) helps organizations with implementation of 
Imprivata solutions, informs and guides technical change management and strategic business planning. They act as a 
supplemental IT resource, providing hands-on support, training, and remote administration. Benefits of Services include 
increased return on investment, reduced complexity, accelerated time-to-value, reduced cyber risks and threats, boosted 
efficiency, precision, and end user satisfaction. Imprivata Services provides tremendous value to any customers using our 

solutions. 

POLICY-BASED      
ANOMALY DETECTION

Identifies instances of unknown 
anomaly types

POLICY-BASED 
EXPLANATIONS

Rule-based explanations and 
intermediate variables

ML-BASED                    
VIOLATION SCORING

FAIR ScoreML-BASED ANOMALY  
DETECTION

Identifies instances of unknown 
anomaly types

ML-BASED EXPLANATIONS

AI explanations with important 
variables in decision and 

similar historical violatwions

Imprivata, the digital identity company for healthcare, provides identity, authentication, and access 
management solutions that are purpose-built to solve healthcare’s unique workflow, security, and 
compliance challenges.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700 
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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